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Abstract 

In this work we intend to study the thermodynamic and microscopic structural properties of Tl-Na 

liquid alloy at 673 K on the basis of regular associated solution model. We have estimated the mole 

fractions of the complex and the free monomers assuming the complex ���� as energetically 
favoured in the initial melt. In thermodynamic properties, we have computed free energy of mixing 

(��), enthalpy of mixing (��), entropy of mixing (��) and activities of the monomers (�	
 and ���). 
The compositional contributions of the heat of mixing and the heat of formation of the complex to the 

net enthalpy change have also been studied. The microscopic structural properties of the alloy have 

been studied by computing concentration fluctuation in the long wavelength limit (�(0)), chemical 
short range order parameter (��) and the ratio of mutual to intrinsic diffusion coefficients (��/���).  
Both the theoretical and the experimental values of �(0) are found to be less than the ideal values at 
all compositions which indicates the ordering nature of Tl-Na liquid alloy at 673 K. All the interaction 

energy parameters are found to be negative and temperature dependent. The liquid system is found to 

be moderately interacting. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The multidimensional uses and the dynamical properties of binary liquid alloys have drawn 

considerable attentions of the present day researches. Most of the researches are confined to develop 

new alloys and to investigate their thermodynamic and structural behaviors to meet the greater 

demands of the today's world. Generally, the alloys are grown from their liquid state and hence the 

study of thermodynamic and structural properties of the initial melt play important role for their uses 

in the solid state. Several theoretical models till now have been proposed to study the thermodynamic 

and structural properties of the liquid alloys [1-12]. There also exist immense interest in developing 

and devising the Tl-based alloys because of their involvements in the manufacture of electronic 

components, optical lenses, semiconductor materials, gamma radiation detectors, jewelry, green 

fireworks and wear and tear resistant shafts [13-16]. In this work, we intend to study  and  predict the  
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thermodynamic and microscopic structural properties of Tl-Na liquid alloy at 673 K on the basis of 

regular associated solution model [17-22].  

The regular associated solution model is based on the assumption of the presence of the complexes in 

the liquid state. When the atoms of types A and B are mixed in the liquid state, there are associations 

among A, B; A, A and B, B called 'complexes', 'pseudomolecules', 'clusters' or simply 'associations' 

[6]. The expressions for the different thermodynamic and structural function are derived on the basis 

of the existence of unequal interactions among complex and the unassociated atoms. Prigogine and 

Defay [23] proposed that the interaction energies and the concentrations of the two free monomers 

and the complex would determine the ternary activity coefficients. Jordan [21] further elaborated that 

the activities of the free monomers and the complexes can be estimated by considering the liquid 

solution as the ternary system and attributing the deviations from the ideal behaviour to the short- 

range neighborhood of interactions. He named the solution as regular associated solution and applied 

this concept in the congruently melting semiconductors Zn-Te and Cd-Te. This concept was 

employed by Osamura and Predel [24] to the In-Sb system but derived the necessary equations by 

neglecting the higher order terms. Later, Lele and Ramchandrarao [19] further extended this model 

and verified its utility for the determination of the thermodynamic properties and the activities for 

Mg-Sn and In-Sb liquid alloys.    

The phase diagram of the Tl-Na alloys, [25] shows the existence of two phases, such as �, "����" 
(with fcc protopype structure and �, "�����" (with end centered-orthorhombic structure).  In this 
work we have assumed the presence of ���� complex as energetically favoured in the liquid state of 
Tl-Na alloy at 673 K and studied its thermodynamic and microscopic structural properties. 

The expressions for the various thermodynamic and structural functions are presented in the section 2, 

the results and discussion are presented in section 3 and the conclusions of this work are presented in 

the section 4. 

 

2. Theory 

When the atoms of the type A (= Tl) and B (= Na) are mixed at a temperature near to their melting 

point, there is formation of the complex of the form AB (����). Let one mole of the binary liquid 
contain �� atoms of monomer A (= In) and �� atoms of monomer B (= Bi).Following Lele and 
Ramchandrarao [19], the chemical complexes of the form ��� (��� ⟺ !� + �) is assumed to 
exists in the initial melt, where !  is a small integer whose value is determined from the compound 
forming concentration (= ! / (! +1)) in the solid state. The liquid mixture is thus the ternary mixtures 
of unassociated atoms A (= Tl) and B (= Na) and the complex ��� (=����), where  ! = 1. If �#, �$ 
and �#%$ moles are the concentrations of A, B and ��� in the melt then according to the conservation 
of mass, in the partially associated solution the formation of the complex ��� requires �� =  �# +!�#%$ and �� =  �$ + �#%$. But the thermodynamic and microscopic structural behaviours of the 
complexes in the melt are governed  by their true mole fractions '#, '$ and '#%$ in spite of their 
gross mole fractions  '� and '�, where '�= ��/�� + �� , '� = ��/�� + �� ,  '# = �#/�# + �$ + �#%$ 
, '$ = �$/�# + �$ + �#%$ and  '#%$ = �#%$ /�# + �$ + �#%$.    
Using above expressions, the equations for the true mole fractions can be derived as 

 

 '# =  '� − !'�'#%$    and  '$ = '� − (1 − !'�)'#%$                  (1) 
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Following Prigogine and Defay [23], in the regular associated liquid solution the gross chemical 

potentials of the components 1 and 2 are equal to the chemical potentials of the free monomers A and 

B. According to Jordan, [21] the activity coefficients of monomers �#, �$ and complex �#%$  can be 
represented in terms of pairwise interaction energies as 

  RT ln�# = '$�  .�� + '#%$�  .�/  +   '$ '#%$ (.��‒  .�/  +  .�/)               (2a)

  RT ln�$ = '#%$� .�/ + '#�.�� + '# '#%$(.�/ − .�/ + .��)                 (2b)  

             RT ln�#%$ = '#�.�/ + '$�.�/ + '#'$(.�/ − .�� + .�/)            (2c) 

 

where  .��, .�/ and .�/ represents the pairwise interaction energies for the species A, B; A, ��� 
and B, ��� respectively.  T and R represent temperature and universal real gas constant 
respectively.Following Lele and Ramchandrarao,[19] the equilibrium constant for the reaction ��� ⟺ !� + �  can given by following equation 
 

        1 = 23%  24 53 %  542 3%4  5 3%4                    (3)  

 
Solving  Equations (2) and (3), the relation for the equilibrium constant can be obtained as 

 

lnk =    ln 7 23%  2423%4  8 + 9:;<	  +  9:;<	 [ !'$ (1 ‒ '#) +  '#  ]  +  9:?<	  [ !'#%$ (1 ‒ '#) ‒ '# ]  +
 9;?<	  [ '#%$  (1‒  !'$) ‒ '$]                   (4) 

The expression for free energy of mixing (��) is given as [19]  �� =�
�@�23%4  A� BC '#'$ 9:;<	 + '#'#%$ 9:?<	 +  '$'#%$ 9;?<	 D + C'#lnE# + '$lnE$ + '#%$lnE#%$D +
'#%$lnkF                     (5) 

The other thermodynamic functions, such as heat of mixing (��), entropy of mixing (��) and 
concentration fluctuation in the long wavelength limit ( � (0) ) are related with free energy of 
mixing    ( ��) by the following standard thermodynamic relations 
�� = ��- T (  GHI   G	 )J                      (6a) 

�� =  KIL MI	                       (6b) 

�  (0) = RT (  G;HIG2:;  ) 	,JN�                      
(6c)

           

�  (0) = '� ��( GO:G2:  ) 	,JN�  = '� ��( GO;G2;  ) 	,JN�                    (6d) 

 

Using Equation (5) in Equation (6a), the expression for the enthalpy of mixing can be obtained as  

�� =  �
�@�23%4   BC '#'$ 9:;<	 + '#'#%$  9:?<	  +  '$'#%$   9;?<	  D –  T C '#'$ G9:;G	 + '#'#%$ G9:?G	 +

 '$'#%$ G9;?G	  D − '#%$ A��  �
QR  
�	 F              (7)

  

The expression for the concentration fluction in the long-wavelength limit  (�(0)) can be  obtained 
by using Equation (5) in Equations  (6c) and (6d)  as  
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�(0) = 1/ S 7 �
�@�23%4     8  T �

UV  C'#  ′ '$ ′ W�� + '# ′ '#%$′ W�/ + '$  ′ '#%$′ W�/D + X23′;23 + 24′;       
24 + 23%4′

;
23%4    YZ [   (8)

                            

Here, 
G;HIG2:;  > 0 for 

GHIG2:  = 0. The prime denotes the differentiations with respect to concentrations, and '#  ′ and '$ ′ are obtained by using Equation (1). '#%$′  is obtained using Equation (4) by using  the 

condition 
�
QR  

�2:  = 0. [5,6,17] The factor ( 1+ p'#%$ )-1, which appears as a coefficient of all terms 
containing '#, '$ and '#%$ in Equations (5), (7) and (8), is a result of change in the basis for 
expressing mole fractions of species A, B and ��� from that used for '� and '�. The concentration 
fluctuation in long wavelength limit (�  (0)) has been developed as an important tool to understand 
the nature of atomic ordering in the binary liquid alloys. At a given concentration, if  � (0) < ���  (0) 
then ordering (unlike atoms pairing) is expected and if  � (0) > ���  (0) then segregation (like atoms 
pairing) is expected, where  ���  (0) = '�'�. The experimental values of  � (0) can be obtained from 
Equation (6d).[26,27]

 

The degree of local ordering in such liquid systems can be studied by estimating Warren-Cowley 

short range order parameter (��) with the knowledge of (�(0)).[12, 27, 28] The expression for �� 
in terms of �(0) is given as  
�� =  \ N�

\ (] N�) @ �   where,   � =  \^^  (_)
\^^`a  (_)  and ���  (0) ='�'�                             (9) 

where Z is the coordination number and  Z= 10 is taken for our calculation. We note that varying the 

value of Z doesn't have any effect on the position of the minima of ��; the effect is to vary the depth 
while the overall features remains unchanged. 

The greater insight of microscopic structural properties can be done by evaluating diffusion 

coefficient which is expressed in terms of � (0) by using Darken thermodynamic equation [29, 30] 
as bIb`a  =  2: 2;\^^ (_)                                  (10) 

where, �� stands for  the chemical or mutual diffusion coefficient and ��� stands for  the intrinsic 
diffusion coefficient for an ideal mixture which are related as   

            �� = ��� G
Q�3G2:  , with  �� = '��$ + '��#                             (11) 

where, �# and �$ are the self-diffusion coefficient of pure components A and B respectively. 
The pairwise interaction energy parameters and the equilibrium constant are determined by the 

following procedures:  

According to the regular associated solution model '��� = '#�# and '��� = '$�$, where �� and �� 
are the gross activity coefficients of components 1 and 2 respectively. They can thus be related as 

follows 

���� = ���# + ln ( 232:  )                                                                                                           (12a) 

and, ���� = ���$ + ln ( 242;  )                                                    (12b) 

On solving Equations (2a) and (2b), we obtain 

9:?<	 = 24 
Q7  c;d4   8@( �N  24 ) ef7 c:d3 8N  24  (�N 24 )g:;hi   
23%4;                     (13) 
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9;?<	 =  23 ef7  c: d3  8 @( �N23  ) ef7 c;d4 8 N 23( �N 23 )g:;hi    
23%4;                        (14) 

where �� = '��� and �� = '��� are activities of components 1 and 2 respectively. 
The pairwise interaction energies, the equilibrium constants and the activity coefficients at infinite 

dilution for ! = 1 can be related as [19] 
ln ��_ =  9:;<	 + j1 − C1 + 1 k'l 9;?Lg:;< 	 DN�m               (15a) 

                 

ln ��_ = 9:;<	 + j1 − C1 + 1 k'l 9:?Lg:;< 	 DN�m             (15b)

           

where ��_ and ��_ are the activity coefficients at zero concentrations of the free monomers A and B 
respectively.   On  solving Equations (4),  (11) and ( 12), we obtain 

��1 + 9:?<	 = 7 �@2323%4 8 ln C O:23 D + 2423%4 Bln C O:23 D − 9:;<	  F + ln 7 �:%�;23%4 8                       (16a) 

      

                  = ln ��_ − ln[1 − ��_ exp(−.��/A�)]                              (16b) 

 

The expression for the complex at equiatomic composition i.e., at '� = '� = 0.5; '# = '$ can be 
written as  

'#%$ = ef(5;/5:)d:sd;st.u
efvw:tw;t∗ :Lw;t yz{ (Lg:;hi )

:Lw:t yz{(Lg:;hi ) |                      (17) 

The mole fraction of the complex and the interaction energy .�� are simultaneously obtained by 
solving Equations (16) and (17) by an iterative procedure. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
 

The mole fraction of the complex ���� at eqiatomic composition and the model parameters .��/A� 
and ��1 + .�//A�  are first determine simultaneously by solving the Equations (16) and (17) with the 
help of observed values of activity coefficient [25] at equiatomic and zero compositions. Then the 

mole fractions of the complexes and the unassociated atoms are obtained from Equations (1) and 

(16a) with the aid of above determined parameters by iterative process. Figure 1 shows the 

compositional dependence of the mole fractions of the complex and the unassociated atoms. It is 

found that the maximum association occurs at 53.88 at pct. of Tl and at this composition about 50.85 

mol pct. of the liquid alloy is associated.  

The  pairwise interaction energies and the equilibrium constant are calculated from Equations (5), (13) 

and (14) by the successive approximation to explain the observed values of free energy of mixing 

[25]. The best fit values so obtained for Tl-Na liquid alloy at 673 K are found to be  

 
9:;<	 = −1.68,   9:?<	 = −2.31,  9;?<	 = −0.986 and 1 = 0.0347. 

Figure 2 shows the well agreements between the theoretical values (Equation (5)) and the observed 

values of the free energy of mixing. Both the theoretical and the observed values of 
HI<	  are found to be 

minimum at '	
 = 0.5 ( theoretical values of HI<	 = −2.1569 and the observed value of  HI<	 =
−2.2008 ±  0.07472 [25]). The observed values of excess free energy of mixing of Tl-Na liquid 
alloy at 673 K are moderately high indicating that this system is moderately interacting system. 
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Fig. 1: Mole fractions of the complex 

(����), unassociated atoms (Tl and Na) vs 
concentrations of In (���) of Tl-Na liquid 
alloy at 673 K. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: Free energy of mixing (��/��), heat 
of mixing (��/��) and entropy of mixing 
(��/�) vs concentrations of Tl (���) of Tl-
Na liquid alloy at 673 K. 

 

According to this model, all the interaction energy parameters are considered to be temperature 

dependent. However, if they are assumed independent of temperature then the expression for the 

enthalpy of mixing can be simply expressed as 

 

�� = �
�@�23%4 BC'#'$.�� + '#'#%$.�/ + '$'#%$D − '#%$A�� �
QR

�	 F  
 

Then �� can be obtained with the knowledge of the interaction energy parameters between the 
unassociated species and to the complex and  A�� �
QR

�	 . The �� so obtained differ far from the 
observed values. This supports the importance of the temperature dependence of interaction energy 

parameters.  

The temperature dependent model parameters are obtained using Equation (7) to explain the observed 

values of �� [25] by successive approximations. The best fit values of such parameters  are found to 
be  

 
G9:;G	 = 8.00 ,      G9:?G	 = 13.67 ,   G9;?G	 = 7.00  and  A�� �
QR

�	 = 20500 ± 4500. 
 Both the theoretical (Equation (7)) and the observed values of �� are in well agreements (Figure 2). 
The minimum values of both of �� are found to be at '	
 = 0.5 ( theoretical value of KI<	 = −1.9975 
and the observed value of 

KI<	 = −2.0432 ± 0.01868 [25]). 
The theoretical values of the entropy of mixing(��) are obtained from the Equation (6b) with the 
knowledge of �� and ��. Both the theoretical and the observed values of �� are in well agreements 
(Figure 2).  

The compositional contributions of  the heat of mixing of the species x�, x� and x��� and the heat 
associated with the formation of the complexes to the total enthalpy change are obtained from 

Equation (7).  The contribution from the complex formation term is maximum at 47.46 at. pct. of Tl 

and the mixing term contributes the maximum at 67.79 at. pct. of  Tl  due to which  the  net  enthalpy  
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change shows absolute maximum at around 50.85 at. pct. of Tl. Figure 3 shows the compositional 

dependance of the heat of mixing, heat associated with the formation of the complexes and the total 

enthalpy change.  

The theoretical values of the activities of the unassociated atoms of the liquid alloys are estimated 

using Equations (12). The model parameters obtained above for the present system must not only 

explain the thermodunamic properties but also must reproduce the activity. It is an important 

parameter having great influence on the thermodynamic as well as the structural properties of the 

liquid alloys. Any deviation from the ideality can be incorporated into the activity. Figure 4 shows the 

well greements between the theoretical and the observed values [25] of the activities.  

The microscopic structural behaviour of the liquid alloys can be studied by estimating concentration 

fluctuation in long wavelength limit (�(0)). The theoretical and the experimental values of �(0) 
are respectively obtained from Equations (8) and (6d). Both the theoretical and the experimental 

values of �(0) are found to be less than the ideal values throughout the entire concentrations. The 
theoretical analysis thus suggest that there is unlike atoms pairing (ordering) in Tl-Na liquid alloy at 

673 K. Both the theoretical and the experimental values of �(0) are in reasonable agreements 
(figure 5). 

The degree of local ordering of atoms in the liquid state can be studied by estimating the Warren-

Cowley short range order parameter (��). At the equiatomic composition, the values of �� lies 
between -1 to +1. If  �� = −1, indicates the complete ordering of unlike atoms at nearest neighbours, 
if �� = +1, indicates the complete segregation or paring of like atoms in the nearest neighbours and if �� = 0, indicates the complete randomness of the atoms in the liquid state. The compositional 
dependence of �� is shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that the values of �� are found to be negative at 
all compositions which further verifies the ordering nature of the liquid system . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 3: Contributions of the heat of 

compound formation and heat of mixing to 

total enthalpy change vs concentrations of 

Tl (���) of Tl-Na liquid alloy at 673 K. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4: Activities of Tl (���) and Na 
(���) vs the concentration of Tl (���) of 
Tl-Na liquid alloy at 673 K.  
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The mixing tendency of the liquid alloy can be studied at the microscopic level by computing the ratio 

of the mutual and intrinsic-diffusion coefficients (��/���). If  ��/��� > 1, indicates the tendency of 
compound formation;  if ��/��� < 1, indicates the separation of phase and ��/���= 1, for the ideal 
mixing of the liquid alloy. The values of ��/��� are obtained from Equation (10) and found to be 
positive and greater than one in the entire compositions. This further strengthen  the theoretical 

analysis of the presence of the chemical order in the liquid state of Tl-Na liquid alloy at 673 K. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5: Concentration fluctuation in long 

wavelength limit (���(�)) vs the 

concentration of Tl (���) of Tl-Na liquid 
alloy at 673 K. 

Fig. 6: Short-range order parameter (��) 
and the ratio of mutual and intrinsic 

coefficients (��/���) vs the concentration 
of Tl (���) of Tl-Na liquid alloy at 673 K. 

 

 

4. Conclusions 

The theoretical analysis of the Tl-Na liquid alloy at 673 K indicates that the interaction energy 

parameters are temperature dependent and there is tendency of chemical ordering in this system. The 

system under consideration is found to be moderately interacting.  
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